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̶ Many constituents voted differently from their MPs̶ Many constituents voted differently from their MPs
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̶ The referendum was decided in England ̶ The referendum was decided in England 

Total votes cast in each UK region 
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̶ Clear social and age differences in how people voted ̶ Clear social and age differences in how people voted 

Demographic breakdown of voters 
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̶ Educational background as a strong indicator of voting intention ̶ Educational background as a strong indicator of voting intention 

Educational levels of Remain and Leave voters
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Leave vote by newspaper read most often 
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Votig preference and 2015 
general election vote
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Votes according to strength of English and 
British identity
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The 10 districts with the lowest 
Leave votes and the percentage 
of non-UK residents in each
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The 10 districts with the highest 
eave votes and the percentage of 
non-UK residents in each
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